ON THE LATTICE OF SUBGROUPS
OF FINITE GROUPS
BY

MICHIO SUZUKI

Let G be a group. We shall denote by L(G) the lattice formed by all subgroups of G. Two groups G and H are said to be lattice-isomorphic,
or in
short P-isomorphic,
when their lattices L(G) and L(H) are isomorphic to
each other. In this case the isomorphism from L(G) onto L(H) is called the
L-isomorphism
from G onto H. If G and H are isomorphic as groups, then G
is clearly P-isomorphic to H. The converse of this statement is not always
true. So the question arises: To what extent is a group determined by its lattice of subgroups? This paper is concerned with this question.
The content of this paper is as follows. In §1 we give some lemmas on
groups or on lattices of subgroups. Some of these lemmas are known (cf. Ore
[7]('), Iwasawa [5], and Jones [6]), others are given in generalized forms or
with new demonstrations,
and they are arranged so as to facilitate the following study. In §2 we consider the number of types of groups P-isomorphic to a
given group G, and prove that this number is finite if L(G) has no chain as
its direct component.
In §3 we determine
the structure
of groups P-isomorphic to a ¿>-group(2). In §4 we consider the image 4>(S) of a £-Sylow subgroup S of a group G by an P-isomorphism
<j>from G onto a group H, and
treat the case when <p(S) is not a />-Sylow subgroup of H. In §5 we deal with
the similar problem for the image of normal subgroups by an P-isomorphism.
After these considerations
we prove that groups P-isomorphic
to a solvable
group are solvable, too, and that a group G P-isomorphic
to a perfect group
H is also a perfect group with the same order as H and that, in this case,
the modular lattice formed by all normal subgroups of G and H are isomorphic to each other. Moreover, we prove in §6 that a simple group G is
isomorphic to a group H if and only if L(GXG) is isomorphic to L(HXH).
The two remaining sections 7 and 8 are devoted to the study of dualisms
in the sense of Baer [2]. In these sections the structures of general nilpotent
(finite solvable) groups with duals are completely determined.
In this paper we deal chiefly with P-isomorphisms
of finite groups. Some
of our results may be generalized, however, to the case of P-homomorphisms
of finite groups. This will be treated in the next paper.
In preparing this paper the author is greatly indebted to Prof. S. Iyanaga,
who made many useful comments. The author wishes to express his sincere
Received by the editors April 8, 1950.
0) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
(2) A group is called a ^-group when its order is a power of a prime number p.
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also his best thanks to Dr. Iwasawa
throughout
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1. Preliminaries
1. Fundamental
lemmas. Let G be a group. In this section we do not assume
G to be finite. We shall mention particularly
when G should be a finite group.
We shall denote by P(G) the lattice of subgroups of G. The subgroups of
G and the corresponding
elements of P(G) will be denoted by the same letters
as long as no confusion will arise. Letters A, B, and C, with or without
suffixes, are reserved for the elements of groups, and all the other letters are
used for subgroups.
The following two known theorems on L(G), together with our Lemma 3
below, play a fundamental
role in our study.

Lemma 1. If L(G) is a distributive lattice, any finite set of elements from G
generates a cyclic subgroup and vice versa (Ore [7]).
Lemma 2. The lattice L(G) of a finite group G satisfies the Jordan-Dedekind chain condition^1) if and only if G has a principal series all of whose factor
groups are of prime orders (Iwasawa [5]).
We shall call such a group a P-group and remark that the Sylow subgroup
of a P-group G which belongs to the greatest prime factor of the order of G is
self-conjugate
(cf. Iwasawa [5]). The following propositions
are obtained
as corollaries of these lemmas. They are often used in the course of this
paper.
If G is finite and nilpotent, then P(G) is a lower semi-modular
lattice,
whose dimension is equal to the number of prime factors of the order of G.
P(G) is a chain if and only if G is a cyclic group of prime power order

(Baer [l]).
Let P be a finite lattice of dimension two, isomorphic to the P(G) of a
certain finite group G. Such a lattice is modular and is characterized
by the
number of its atoms. By Iwasawa [5], G must then be of order p2 or pq (p
and q are two primes and p>q). It is important that the number of atoms of
P is p+i and thus the greatest prime factor of the order of G is determined
by P if P is not distributive,
that is, if G is not cyclic.
A group G is said to be P-decomposable
if P(G) is decomposed
into a
direct product of two or more lattices none of which is a one-element lattice.
We shall now prove the following lemma, due essentially to Iwasawa [5]

and Jones [6].
Lemma 3. If a group G is L-decomposable and its subgroup lattice L(G)
is isomorphic to the direct product of lattices L\ (X£A), then G is isomorphic
to a (restricted) direct product of groups G\'.G= T[G\, where L(G\)^L\
(X£A),
(3) For general lattice theory, see Birkhoff [3].
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and the order of any element of G\ (XG A) is finite and relatively prime to the
order of any element of Gu (/¿^X). The converse of this lemma is also true.

Proof. From our assumption we have P(G) = IJPx (X£A). Let <f>be this
isomorphism
from IjPx to L(G). L(G) has both greatest and least elements,
namely G and e, so that each P\ has them also. We shall denote the greatest

(least) element of Px by h (Ox).Put Gx=4>( • • • ,0„, • • • , I\, • • • , 0„<, • • ■),
where the only X-component oí ( ■ ■ ■ , 0U, ■ ■ ■ , I\, ■ ■ ■ ) is I\ and the others
are 0,, (¿t^X). Suppose that G has an element A of infinite order. Take the
subgroup
Z=\A\
generated
by A, and an element
( • • • , a\, ■ ■ ■ ) of
XJPx such that </>(■■-, a\, ■■ ■ )—Z. If ax^Ox and a^O^,
for two suffixes
X, tx (\9¿p), then we would have Z^DH\, Hu and H\(~\Hu = e, where H\

= 4>(0, ■ ■ ■ , a\, ■ ■ ■ , 0) and Hlt=<b(0, ■ ■ ■ , aa, ■ ■ ■ , 0) (only the X- or
/a-component
different from 0). Since Z would be an infinite cyclic group,
this implies that H\ = e or Hu = e, in contradiction
with our assumptions.
If
only the X-component of ( • • • , a\, ■ ■ ■ ) were not equal to 0, take an element B from Gu (m^X) and put {B} =Zx- Then we would have L(ZVJZx)

= L(Z) XL(Zx). Since L(Z) and L(Zx) are both distributive,

ZKJZx would be

an infinite cyclic group, which is a contradiction.
Thus we see that all elements of G are of finite order.
Let A\ and Aß be two elements of the groups Gx and GM, respectively
(X;¿/¿). By the same argument as above, {^4x, ^4^} = {Ax}^ {Aa\ is cyclic.
This implies that each G\ is a normal subgroup of G and that the orders of
two elements A\ and A^ are relatively prime. This proves Lemma 3.
Conversely,
let G= ÜGx as above. Each subgroup II of G is a direct

product of Ih = Hr\Gx. If 22"= ü-^x and K= YÍK\, then we have H\JK
= Yl.(H\^JK\), and similarly for meets. This shows that P(G) = XJP(Gx).
If a group G is P-decomposable,
G is a direct product: G= IjGx. We shall
call each group Gx its "direct factor." In what follows the term "direct factor"
of a group is used only in this sense.
2. Lemmas on the ^-subgroup
of a finite group. The i>-subgroup of a
group G is the intersection
of all its maximal subgroups
(cf. Zassenhaus

[9, p. 44]). We shall denote it by <b(G) or simply by $>.3>is a nilpotent group
and G=H$
implies G = H for any subgroup H oí G (cf. Zassenhaus
[9, pp.
115, 45]). We shall now prove two lemmas on ^-subgroups
of finite groups.

Lemma 4. A prime number p divides the order of G if and only if it divides

the order of G/$>.
Proof. If a prime number p divided the order of G but not that of G/$,
a £-Sylow subgroup .S of G would be a ^>-Sylow subgroup of $. Since i> is
nilpotent, there would exist a subgroup H oí G such that G = HS and Hf~*\S

= e (Schur's Theorem [9, p. 125]). We would have G = H<b and hence II =G.
This is a contradiction.
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Lemma 5. A finite group G is L-decomposable if and only if G/$

is L-

decomposable.
Proof. If a group G is P-decomposable,

G = GiXG2 by Lemma

3, and we

can easily prove that #(G) = *(&) X#(G2) and G/3>(G) =G1/$(G1) XG2/$(G2).
Hence G/$ is P-decomposable
by the converse of Lemma 3.
Suppose, conversely,
G = G/$ is P-decomposable.
Then we have G = Hx
X222, the orders of Hx and 222 being relatively
prime. We take subgroups
22i and H2 corresponding
to Hx and H2 respectively by the natural homomorphism from G onto G. Since "3?is nilpotent, it is decomposed into a direct

product of its Sylow subgroups, that is, Í>= ^]X ■ • • XS\XS\X

■ ■ • XS{,

where S¡ is a ¿>j-Sylow subgroup. By Lemma 4, p) divides the order of G and
hence we can arrange the p) in an order such that p\ divides the order of Pi

and pi divides the order of H2. Put Dx = TÍSl and D2 = US2. F>iand D2 are
clearly normal subgroups of G. Since the orders of Pi and H2/Dx are relatively
prime, there exists by Schur's Theorem a subgroup G2 of H2 such that H2

= G2Dx and G2HPi = e.
Moreover, since Pi is nilpotent,
any subgroup G* of H2, isomorphic
to
G2, is conjugate to G2 in H2 (cf. Zassenhaus [9, p. 126]). Hence the normalizer

P2 of G2 in G satisfies T2H2 = G. T2 contains G2 and hence P2Pi = T2VJG2VJDx

= T2yJH2 = G. It follows then that T2$>^T2Dx= G, which implies that T2= G
and that G2 is a normal subgroup of G. Similarly, G has a normal subgroup
Gi isomorphic to Hx/D2. G is thus decomposed into a direct product of two
groups Gi and G2: G = Gi XG2, and, by the converse of Lemma 3, G is P-decom-

posable.
3. Remarks on P-groups. A finite group P is called a P-group if it is:
(1) an elementary abelian group of prime power order, which we call an
abelian P-group, or
(2) a group of the following structure:
P = SpSq, where SP is a £-Sylow
subgroup which is an abelian P-group,
Sq is a cyclic g-Sylow subgroup of
order q'.S3= {B}, and for any element A of Sp we have

BAB-1 = A",

r fé I,

r" m 1 (mod p).

P-groups are the only groups whose lattices of subgroups are irreducible(4),
complemented
modular lattices (Iwasawa [5]). We shall prove this fact in a
rather generalized form.

Lemma 6. If L(G) of a group G is a lower semi-modular lattice all of whose
intervals are irreducible, and if $>(G) = e, then G is a P-group.
Proof(6). Suppose

the lattice

P(G) is a lower semi-modular

C) We say that a lattice L is reducible when it is directly decomposable.

lattice

all of

Otherwise

we call

it irreducible.
(6) The author must give his hearty thanks to Mr. N. Ito, who suggested this proof to him.
The author's original proof was more complicated.
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whose intervals are irreducible.
The commutator
subgroup C(G) of G is
nilpotent by a theorem of Ore [8], so that it is a /»-group, where p is the
greatest prime factor of the order of G. If G is not a /»-group, G/C(G) is of
the order qn, where g is a prime and p>q. Hence the order of G is of the
form pmqn. If w>l, a subgroup covering a ç-Sylow subgroup Q of G has an
L-decomposable
subgroup, since G is a lower semi-modular
group. Hence
G is of order pmq.
Now we consider &(G) =e. If G is a group of prime power order, G must
be an abelian P-group. If not, the ^-subgroup
of a /»-Sylow subgroup 5 of G
is equal to e, as SC\M is either equal to 5 or maximal in S for any maximal
subgroup M of G. Hence 5 is an abelian P-group. 5 is decomposed into a
direct product of simple representation
modules Si of Q: S = SxX ■ ■ • XS¡,
as 5 is a representation
module of a g-Sylow subgroup Q of G. The Si are
simple and hence are minimal normal subgroups of G. As G is lower semimodular, each Si is one-dimensional.
Put S; = {Ai} («'—1, 2, ■ • • , t) and

<2={P}. We have
BA,B~ = A",
Since all intervals

(i=\,

are irreducible,

r^l

r"i = 1 (mod p).
(mod p) and moreover

ri=r

(mod p)

2, • • • , t). For, if r.-^ry, then the interval [Ai, A,-, B)/Q is reducible

contrary to our assumption.
Hence G must be a P-group.
A P-group is a very peculiar type of group when we deal with the subgroup
lattices. In fact, if G is an abelian P-group of order pn and if H is a nonabelian
P-group of order pn~lq (p>q), then P(G) and P(2Pj are isomorphic to each
other, though G and H have very different structures.
This was already
pointed out by Baer and others. Baer [l, Theorem 11.2] has proved that the
nonabelian P-groups are the only type of groups which, although not themselves /»-groups, are P-isomorphic
to abelian, noncyclic /»-groups. We shall
generalize this result later on (see Theorem 3 below).
4. Remarks. 1. Let <f>be an isomorphism (anti-isomorphism)
from a lattice P to a lattice P', and let F be a sublattice of P. The set <p(V) of elements
<b(a), a£F,
forms a sublattice of P'. <b induces an isomorphism
(anti-isomorphism) $ from V onto <b(V). <¡>is a contraction of <bonto V, but we shall
not distinguish between <p and its contraction
<p~,if no confusion arises, and
denote it by the same letter.
2. A group is called an ilf-group if its subgroup lattice is modular. The
structure of such groups has been determined
by Iwasawa [5]. It was also
proved by him that direct factors of any finite iPgroup
are either /»-groups
or groups of order p"qm. We can prove this fact from our standpoint
in a
simpler way as follows:
Let G be an APgroup of finite order. The subgroup lattice of the factor
group G/$ is a complemented
modular lattice, and hence it is decomposed
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into a direct product of irreducible components.
By Lemma 6, direct factors
of G/Í» are of orders /»" or pnq. Hence by Lemmas 4 and 5 direct factors of G
are of orders

pm or pnqm.

It is also proved easily that non-normal Sylow subgroups of an ÜPgroup
are cyclic, by noticing that the factor group of a non-nilpotent
Af-group
of order pnqm modulo its ^-subgroup
is a P-group (by Lemma 4).

2. The number

of types of P-isomorphic

groups

Let P be a given lattice. The number of types of groups whose subgroups
form lattices isomorphic to P may vary from 0 to infinity. We prove, however,

the following theorem.
Theorem
1. Let L be a lattice^). If L has no chain as its direct component,
then the number of types of groups whose lattices of subgroups are isomorphic to

L is finite (if any).
Proof. If there is no group with a subgroup lattice isomorphic to P, there
is nothing to prove. Thus we shall assume that such groups exist and take
one of these groups G. G is clearly a finite group. By Lemma 3, we can assume
that L is not a chain and that it is irreducible.
Then we shall show the order of such a group G does not exceed mm<-n~1\
where m is the number of elements of P and w is its dimension.
If G is a /»-group, G is not cyclic. Hence its ^-subgroup
$ is contained in
a normal subgroup N of index p2 (N may be equal to <!>).Then the factor
group G/N is not cyclic, and the number of atoms of L(G/N) is equal to
p+i. As L(G/N) is clearly isomorphic to an interval of P, we have p<m. If,
on the other hand, the order of G is pn, n is equal to the dimension of P.
Hence the order of G is smaller than mn.
If the order of G is not a prime power, we consider a prime factor /» of it,
and denote by 5 a /»-Sylow subgroup of G. If 5 is not self-conjugate,
the
number of conjugate
subgroups
of 5 is greater than 1 and =1 (mod /»).
Hence p<m. If 5 is self-conjugate,
there exists, by Schur's Theorem, a subgroup H oí G such that SH=G and Sf~\H = e. If H were a normal subgroup,
G would, by Lemma 3, be P-decomposable,
contrary
to our assumption.
Hence 22"is not self-con jugate and the number of conjugate subgroups of H is
greater than 1 and is a power of /». Hence again we have p<m. The highest
exponent of /» which divides the order of G is clearly smaller than the dimension of L(G), and the number of distinct prime factors of the order of G is
smaller than m. Hence the order of G is smaller than mm<-n~l).Our theorem is

thus proved.

3. Groups which are P-isomorphic
Let G be a /»-group. Then

to a /»-group

P(G) is a lower semi-modular

(6) We shall assume, of course, L to be a finite lattice.

lattice,

all of
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whose intervals are irreducible.
This is easily proved using the facts that
any maximal subgroup of a nilpotent group is self-conjugate
and that the
lattices of groups of order p2 are irreducible. Now we shall prove the following

theorem.
Theorem 2. The lattice L(G) of a group G is a lower semi-modular lattice
all of whose intervals are irreducible if and only if G is either a p-group or a group
of the following structure : G = {S, a}, where S is an abelian p-group of the exponent pm, and a is an automorphism of S such that for any element A of S we

have
A" = Ar,

r jà 1,

r" m 1 (mod pm).

Proof. If P(G) satisfies the above conditions,
group of order pnq (p>q) by Lemma 6. Suppose

G is either a /»-group or a
that the order of G is pnq.

Then a /»-Sylow subgroup 5 of G is maximal. If 3>(G)¿¿&(S), then by Lemma 2
there would exist a normal subgroup N of G which contains $(S) and is
covered by $(G). As S/N is completely decomposable
as a G/5-module,
there would exist a normal subgroup Nx of G such that NiKJ$(G)=S
and
2ViP\$>(G) = N. G/Nx would be of order pq and have only one proper subgroup.
This is a contradiction.
Hence we must have &(G) = 3?(S).
We shall prove our theorem by induction on n. Suppose that the theorem
is proved for the maximal subgroups of G. As all intervals of P(G) are irreducible, there are at least two maximal subgroups Mx and M2 such that
Sr\Mx = Sf^M2, and hence all subgroups of 5 are self-conjugate
in G. This
implies that 5is an abelian group (note that p>q}z2).
Let Ax be one of the elements of the greatest order pm and let a be an
automorphism
of S such that G = {S, a}. Then we have

A"x— Ai,

r fá 1,

r" = 1 (mod /> ).

If S is cyclic, our theorem is proved. Otherwise, we can decompose
direct product of {.4i} and another group Sx(7). Take any element
then we have B" = Bt and (AxB)" = (AxB)u. Hence we have
m

w

AxB

r

5 into a
B oí Sx,

t

= AxB ,

or u = r (mod pm) and u = t (mod the order

of B). We have,

therefore,

for

any element A oí S
A" = Ar,

r fk 1,

r? = 1 (mod /»"*).

The converse statement
is obvious, q.e.d.
Let G be a group of the type {S, a} of this theorem. Then G/$(G) is
clearly a P-group, and hence the prime factor p of the order of S is de(') We always have such a decomposition.

Cf. Burnside

[4, p. 102].
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termined by P(G) as remarked in §1. Suppose for a time that 5 has an element
A of order p2. As the subgroup
{A} generated
by A is self-conjugate,
H= [A, a) is a subgroup of G whose order is p2q. L(H) has clearly 1+p2
atoms and only one chain of dimension 2 by the structure of H. Hence we
have the following proposition:
A group G is a /»-group or a P-group if
P(G) is a lower semi-modular
lattice, all of whose intervals are irreducible,
and if one of the following two conditions is satisfied in every ideal of P(G)
which is not a chain: (1) the number of elements of the same dimension is
= l-\-p (mod p2), or (2) the number of chains of the same dimension is diviible by p when this dimension is greater than 1. (In these conditions we mean
by p the prime number determined by P(G) as remarked above under the first
assumption
of this proposition.)
If p>2, the converse statement
of this
proposition
is also valid. Conditions in this proposition
on the number of
subgroups of G are indeed theorems of Kulakoff and Miller (cf. Zassenhaus
[9, p. 117]). On the other hand, it is clearly a necessary and sufficient condition for a noncyclic group G to be a 2-group that P(G/$(G))
be a projective

geometry over the field GF(2).
From the above considerations
gives a generalization
of a theorem

we obtain the following
of Baer [l].

theorem,

which

Theorem
3. A group H, L-isomorphic to a p-group G, is also a p-group,
except in the following two cases :
(1) G is cyclic and II is also a cyclic group of prime power order, or
(2) G is an abelian P-group and H is a nonabelian P-group.
Remark. An P-isomorphism
<f>from G onto H is called index-preserving
when for any two cyclic subgroups U and F of G with Í72 V,

(*)
and <bis called strictly

[U:V] = [<b(U):<p(V)],
index-preserving

when (*) holds for any two subgroups

U, V (with Í/3 V) of G. We shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem
4. .4w index-preserving
always strictly index-preserving .

L-isomorphism

between finite groups is

Proof. Let <f>be an index-preserving
P-isomorphism
from a finite group G
onto a group H. It is sufficient to prove that G and H have the same orders.

Put [G:e] =g and [2Pe] =h. Let 5 be a /»-Sylow subgroup of G, and let /»"
be its order. Then the order of <b(S) is also />" by our assumption
and by
Theorem 3, and g\h. Similarly we consider the P-isomorphism
</>-1from H
onto G and have h \ g. Hence we have g = h.
The concepts of index-preserving
and strictly index-preserving
P-isomorphisms were introduced
by Baer [l], who distinguished
between these
two concepts. It is, however, not necessary to distinguish them when we deal
with finite groups. For infinite groups it is an open question whether there
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index-preserv-

ing.

4. Groups which admit singular

P-isomorphisms

We shall call an P-isomorphism
singular, when it is not index-preserving.
We say that a group G admits a singular P-isomorphism
if there exists a
group G' which is P-isomorphic
to G, and the P-isomorphism
<¡>from G onto
G' is singular.
If G admits a singular P-isomorphism
<f>,the image of a /»-Sylow subgroup
of G by (j>is not a /»-group for some p.
Let S be such a group, that is, a /»-Sylow subgroup of G such that the
image 0(5) is not a /»-group. (S is then a cyclic group or a P-group by
Theorem 3.) This notation
will be fixed throughout
this section, and we
shall denote hereafter the image <p(H) of any subgroup 22"of G by the same
letter with an accent, that is, by H'.

Lemma 7.2/5 is self-conjugate and maximal, then G is a nilpotent group or
a nonabelian P-group.
Proof, (a) Suppose first that 5 is cyclic. Then 5 covers 3»(G) = N. If G/N
is cyclic, G is nilpotent by Lemma 5. Otherwise, G/N is of order pq (q is also
a prime and less than /»). N' =<b(N) is clearly the «^-subgroup of G', and hence
self-con jugate in G'. G'/N' is, therefore, a P-group of order pr (r is also a
prime). One of the maximal subgroups of G', say H', is self-conjugate
by the
structure of a P-group. H'/N' is clearly of order /». By the definition of 5 we
have H't^S' =4>(S). Take another maximal subgroup M' of G', different
from H' and 5', then M' is conjugate to 5'. This implies by Lemma 1 that
M' and the subgroup M oí G such that <p(M) = M' are cyclic subgroups of
prime power order. Hence we have N=e and G is a P-group. q.e.d.
(b) Next we assume that 5 is a P-group. Regarded as a representation
module of a g-Sylow subgroup Q of G, 5 is decomposed into a direct product

of simple 0-modules 5,- (i=i,

2, ■ ■ ■, t): 5 = 5iX • • • XSt. If all <b(Si) are

/»-groups, <p(S) is also a /»-group contrary to our assumption.
Hence one of
<b(Si), say <p(Sx)= S{, is not a /»-group. As 5i is a simple Q-module, 5i contains
no proper normal subgroup of <b(Sx<JQ). Hence the order of 5i is a prime,
say r (r^p),
and the order of 5i is /». Since any r-Sylow subgroup of 5' is
conjugate to 5/ by the structure of a nonabelian P-group, any subgroup U
of 5 whose image <f>(U) is an r-Sylow subgroup of 5' is regarded as a Ç-module,
which implies that U is self-conjugate in G. Hence all subgroups of 5 are selfconjugate in G and G is nilpotent or a P-group. q.e.d.

Lemma 8. If S is self-conjugate and not equal to G, and if no P-group
tains S properly, then G is L-decomposable and S is its direct factor.

con-

Proof. We shall prove this by induction on the order of the factor group
G/S. If we assume our lemma to be proved for maximal subgroups, 5 is
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contained in the center of any maximal subgroup M containing 5. If there
exist two such maximal subgroups, our lemma follows immediately.
Otherwise, G/S is a cyclic group of order qn (q is a prime and not equal to /»).

Takeag-Sylow

subgroup Q of G and put D = MC\Q. Then we have M = SXD.

D and D'=<p(D) are normal subgroups of G and G' respectively;
the latter
follows from Lemma 3. We can apply Lemma 7 to the groups G/D and G'/D'.
If G/D is a P-group, <p(Qx)=Qx is not of prime power order for some g-Sylow
subgroup Qx of G. This is, however, a contradiction.
G/D is thus nilpotent
and G itself is P-decomposable
by Lemma 5. q.e.d.

Theorem
5. 2/ wo P-group contains S properly,
group N of G with the following properties :

there exists a normal sub-

(1) NS = Gand Nr\S = e;
(2) <b(N) =N' is also a normal subgroup of G'\
(3) the groups G'/N' and N' have mutually prime orders ; and
(4) if N is not invariant under L-automorphisms
of G, the factor group G/D
is a cyclic group of order (pq ■ ■ ■ r)n, where D = f\„cr(N) (a runs through all
L-automorphisms
of G and /», q, ■ ■ ■ , r are mutually distinct primes).
Proof. 5 lies in the center of its normalizer by Lemma 8. Hence the Sylow
/»-complement^)
N of G exists and is self-conjugate
by Burnside's Theorem
(cf. Burnside [4, p. 327]). A satisfies condition (1) of this theorem. We shall
prove that N satisfies the other properties.
Suppose that N is not invariant by an P-automorphism
a of G; a(N)9iN.
The order of o(N) is divisible by p and hence o(N)(~\Sií¿e
for some /»-Sylow
subgroup 5i of G. Now we have P = Ni^\a~1(Sx) T^e, and T is self-conjugate
in
ff~'(5i). Since the order of P is prime to /», o--1(5i) is cyclic by Theorem 3.

This implies that P = o-_1(5i) or o~l(Sx)ÇLN. Take a g-Sylow subgroup Q of
G, containing
o-_1(5i), then o(Q) contains 5i. By our assumption
and by
Theorem 3 we have a(Q) =Sx, or o"_1(5i) is a g-Sylow subgroup of G. a maps a
g-Sylow subgroup of G onto a /»-Sylow subgroup, so that the Sylow g-complement of G must be self-conjugate
(note that there is no P-group containing
5). Suppose that a /»-Sylow subgroup is mapped onto q, ■ ■ ■ , r-Sylow subgroups of G under all P-automorphisms
of G, and denote the corresponding
Sylow complements
by Nq, ■ ■ ■ , Nr respectively.
Put N = NP and D = NP
f\ • • • i^Nr- D is clearly invariant under P-automorphisms
of G, and equal
to C\co(N). G/D is a cyclic group of order (pq ■ ■ ■ r)n. Thus N satisfies property (4). Now property (2) is obvious.
If the orders of the groups G'/N' and N' had a common prime factor q,
PT\N'
would be neither e nor P' for some g-Sylow subgroup P' of G'. We
consider a subgroup P of G such that <p(P) =P'. We would have PC\N j¿e,
(8) When the order of G is g = pag', (p, g') =1, we call subgroups of G, whose indexes are p",
Sylow /»-complements of G. Such a subgroup does not always exist. Cf. papers of P. Hall, Proc.

London Math. Soc. vol. 3 (1928), vol. 12 (1937), and (2) vol. 43 (1937).
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PHN ¿¿P and thus P would be a nonabelian P-group. q would be, therefore,
the greatest prime factor of the order of P. Since /» divides the order of P,
we would have S2r^P a¿e for some /»-Sylow subgroup 52 of G and q>p- <b(S2)
would not be a /»-group. 52 would not be contained in P by our assumption
and this implies that <t>(S2)would not be cyclic, but a P-group. Hence /»
would be the greatest prime factor of the order of <p(S2). On the other hand,
since 4>(S2)f~\P' 9ae, the order of <b(S2) would be divisible by q. Hence we have
p>q in contradiction
with the above inequality
p<q. Theorem 5 is thus
proved.
A group H is called an 5-group when it is either a P-group or P-decomposable with a P-group as its direct factor.

Theorem 6. If S is contained in some P-group T as a proper normal subgroup, then G is an S-group and T is its direct factor.
Proof. We shall assume that Gt^T and prove that G is P-decomposable.
Let the order of P be pmq (q is a prime and less than /»). We shall denote by
Q one of the g-Sylow subgroups of P which are mapped by <ponto subgroups
of order p. Certainly such subgroups exist. First we shall prove Q is a g-Sylow
subgroup of G and is contained in the center of its normalizer. For this purpose take a g-Sylow subgroup Q* of G, containing
Q. As <b(Q*) is not a qgroup, Q* is cyclic or a P-group. We shall show that Q* is cyclic. In fact, if
Q* were not cyclic, q would be the greatest prime factor of the order of <j>(Q*),
which is not the case. We shall show further that the order of Q* is a prime.
In fact, otherwise, <p(Q*) would be of prime power order and so of order pm and
m>\.
/»-Sylow subgroups
of G would contain elements of order p2. This
implies that /»-Sylow subgroups of G' would be cyclic and that the order of
P would be pq. Take now a g-Sylow subgroup V of P, different from Q. V is
conjugate to Q in P and <p(V) conjugate to <p(S) in <f>(T). We see, therefore,
that there would exist a cyclic subgroup 50 of prime power order, containing
5 properly, which is clearly impossible. Hence we have Q = Q*. If Q were
contained in a P-group Ço as a proper normal subgroup, q would be the
greatest prime factor of the order of <b(Qo), which is again not the case. Hence
Q is contained in the center of its normalizer by Lemma 6. G contains, by
Burnside's Theorem, a normal subgroup N0 such that N0Q = G and N0f~^Q = e.

Note that N0r\T=S.
Denote by K the normalizer of 5 in G. Then we have TÇ.K. In K any
subgroup P-isomorphic
to P contains 5.
If T'=(p(T) were not self-con jugate in K' =<p(K), all conjugate subgroups
of T' in K' would contain S'=<b(S). Hence 5' would be self-conjugate
in K',
and a fortiori in P'. But this contradicts
our assumption.
T' is, therefore,
self-con jugate in K'. This implies that P is the only P-group which contains
5 as a proper normal subgroup. The normalizer of 5 in N0 is KC\N0 and satisfies the same assumptions
of Lemma 8. It follows then that No contains a
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and JVHS = e. A is a normal

subgroup of G and we have NT = G and NC\T = e.
We shall prove now that P is also self-conjugate in G, by induction on the
dimensions of intervals G/T and T/e. If P is self-conjugate,
our theorem follows immediately.
Assume that the theorem is proved in the case that the order of P is
pnq. Then the same holds for P of order pn+1q. For, there are at least two
maximal subgroups Pi and P2 of T, which do not contain Sf~\S*, where 5*
is a subgroup of P such that <p(S*) is a /»-Sylow subgroup of <p(T). We have

Tif^S^Tif^S*
(* = 1, 2) and hence by the hypothesis of induction PiUA
= TxXN and T2\JN=T2XN.
Hence P is elementwise permutable with N
and we have G=TXN.
We can assume thus that the order of P is p •q. Normalizers of Sylow subgroups of N contain some conjugate subgroup of P. We can therefore assume
that N is an r-group (r is a prime and not equal to /» or q). Suppose <b(N) is
not an r-group. If there is no P-group containing
N properly, G is P-decomposable
by Theorem 5. If a P-group Ai contained
N properly,
there
would exist, as proved above, a normal subgroup H such that HNx = G and
H(~\Nx = e, and 7V"iwould be self-conjugate
in the normalizer of N. G/N would
then be cyclic, which is not the case. We can, therefore, assume that <b(N) = N'
is also an r-group. Consider now a maximal subgroup M(~DT). Then by the

hypothesis of induction we have M=TX(MC\N)
and G/MCsN^M/M
r\NXN/Mr\N
(note that 4>(MP\N) is also normal subgroup of G'). Hence
we can reduce our theorem to the case that P is maximal. N is then clearly
an abelian P-group.
P is not cyclic, and some element of P is permutable
with an element not
equal to e of N by a lemma of Zassenhaus(9).
Any proper subgroup of P is
mapped onto all the other proper subgroups of P by P-automorphisms
of G.
Hence we see that any proper subgroup of P differs from its centralizer,
and
that one of the proper subgroups
of P, say U, is thereby a normal subgroup of G. U is elementwise permutable with N, and thus L(U^JN) =L(U)
XL(N). Take another proper subgroup
F of P. Then FUJV is mapped onto
PUA by an P-automorphism
of G so that P( FW/V) is also P-decomposable.

This implies, by Lemma 3, that the centralizer of A is G and that G = TXN.
q.e.d.
Theorem
7. If S is contained in some P-group as a non-normal
there is a normal subgroup N of G with the following properties:

subgroup,

(1) NS = Gand Nr\S = e;
(2) if N is not invariant

under L-automorphisms

of G, put P = fl„cr(A) (a

runs through all L-automorphisms of G). Then G/D is either a cyclic group of
order pq ■ ■ • r or a P-group, where p, q, ■ ■ ■ , r are distinct primes. When
(9) H. Zassenhaus, Abh. Math. Sem. Hamburgischen Univ. vol. 11 (1936). Cf. Burnside

[4, §248].
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G/D is a P-group, G is an S-group;
(3) G' contains a normal subgroup N¿ in the subgroup N' =<p(N). The factor
group G'/Nó is a P-group, and the orders of the groups G'/Nó and Nó have no
common prime factor. Moreover, G contains a subgroup No such that <b(No)
= Ao, Ao is self-conjugate in G, and the orders of the groups G/N0 and N0 have
also no common prime factor.
Proof. No P-group contains 5 as a normal subgroup by Theorem 6. Hence
there is, by Theorem 5 and by Burnside's Theorem, a normal subgroup N
which satisfies the condition (1) of this theorem.
If N is not invariant under an P-automorphism
a: o(N)t£N,
<r(N) contains some /»-Sylow subgroup 5i of G. Let the order of o--1(5i) be q. Then g
is a prime, not equal to />. If o"_1(5i) is not a Sylow subgroup, then there is a gSylow subgroup of G which contains <r~l(Sx), is not of order q, and is mapped
by a onto a subgroup whose order is not a power of q. Hence Theorems 5 and 6
are applicable to this case and show that G is an 5-group. We have G = DXH,
where H is a P-group. H contains a~1(Sx) and 5i. N contains D, and this
proves (2) in this case. If o~l(Sx) is a Sylow subgroup
for every P-automorphism o of G, property (2) is proved analogously
to the proof of Theorem

5.
If N'=<b(N) is not self-conjugate,
G is by (2) an 5-group. The property
(3) follows then immediately.
If A' is self-conjugate
and if the orders of two
groups G'/N' and N' have a common prime factor, say r, an r-Sylow subgroup of G' is mapped by <p~l onto a subgroup of G, whose order is not a
power of r. Property (3) is a consequence of Theorems 5 and 6. q.e.d.
Theorems 5, 6, and 7 give us the structures of groups with singular P-isomorphisms in considerable
detail. In all cases there are normal subgroups
N, N' of G, G' respectively, and one of the "exceptional" Sylow subgroups is
excluded from these normal subgroups. Hence we have the following theorems
on a general P-isomorphism.

Theorem
8. Let G and G' be two groups, L-isomorphic to each other, and
<bbe the L-isomorphism between G and G'. Then there exists a normal subgroup
N of G which satisfies the following conditions :

(1) N' =(b(N) is also self-conjugate in G'\
(2) N has the same order as N';
(3) direct factors of factor groups G/N and G'/N' are cyclic or P-groups;
(4) the orders of N and N' are relatively prime to those of G/N and G'/N'
respectively.

Theorem 9. Under the same assumptions as above, there exists also a normal
subgroup No which satisfies the following conditions :
(1') and (2') are the same as (1) and (2) of Theorem 8;

(3') the factor group G/N0 is cyclic;

(4') extensions of N0 by G/N0 and of N¿ =<b(N0)by G'/N¿ both split.
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This normal subgroup A0 clearly contains the group N oí Theorem 8. <b
induces an index-preserving
P-isomorphism
in Ao. The following two interesting theorems now follow from the above theorems.
Putting G = G' in Theorems 5, 6, and 7, we obtain:

Theorem 10. If a Sylow subgroup S of G is mapped by an L-automorphism
onto a subgroup which is not a Sylow subgroup, then G is an S-group, and S is
contained properly in the direct factor of G which is a P-group.
A group is said to be perfect if it coincides with its commutator
group. Applying Theorem 9 to such a group, we obtain:

Theorem
11. An L-isomorphism
is always index-preserving.

sub-

from a perfect group onto another group

This theorem is valid for a wider class of groups. In fact, Therorems 5, 6,
and 7 show that if G admits a singular P-isomorphism,
at least one of its
Sylow complements
is a normal subgroup of G. Hence Theorem 11 is also
valid for a group none of whose Sylow complements
is self-conjugate,
for
example, for the symmetric group of w letters (w>3).

5. Groups which admit non-normal

P-isomorphisms

Following Baer [l], we shall call an P-isomorphism
normal if it maps
normal subgroups onto normal subgroups and its inverse P-isomorphism
does
the same. Otherwise we call it non-normal. We say, as in the preceding section, that a group G admits a non-normal P-isomorphism
if there exists a
group G', P-isomorphic
to G, and the P-isomorphism
from G onto G' is non-

normal.
If G admits a non-normal P-isomorphism
<b, the image of some normal
subgroup of G (or G') by <b(or <f>~1)is not self-con jugate in G' (or G). We may
assume, choosing suitable notation,
that a normal subgroup A of G is
mapped onto a non-normal subgroup 4>(N) of G'. This notation will be fixed
throughout this section.

Lemma 9. If N is a maximal subgroup of G, there exists a normal subgroup

D of G with the following properties:
(1) D is contained in N, that is, DQN;
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

D is invariant under all L-automorphisms of G ;
G/D is a P-group, and its order is prime to the order of D;
the order of D' =cp(D) is also prime to the order of G'/D';
if G/D is not abelian, G is an S-group. In this case D is a direct factor

of Gif D^e.
Proof. We shall prove our lemma by induction on the order of G. Since
N' =<b(N) is not self-conjugate,
it is mapped onto another subgroup N{ of
G' by an P-automorphism
a of G' which is induced by an inner automorphism
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of G'. a induces an P-automorphism
of G, which we shall denote by the same
letter a. Take a subgroup Nx of G such that <¡>(Ni)=N{. Then AfWi
is a
normal subgroup of Ai and it is maximal in Ai.
Suppose NT\Nx
is not self-conjugate.
Then there is, by the hypothesis
of induction, a normal subgroup D{ of N{ with properties (l)-(5) of our
lemma. Since o is induced by an (inner) automorphism
of G', o~1(D{) has
the same order as Pi and is self-con jugate in N'. We have N'^N'Í^Nx
ü2Pi

by (1), and thus the order of D[\JD'/D'

is equal to that of Dl/D[C\D',

where D' =o~1(D{ ). On the other hand, the two groups A/ /D{ and D{ have
relatively prime orders by property (4), and thus the orders of N'/D' and
Pi are also relatively
prime. Hence Pi \JD' must coincide with D', or
Pi =P'. D' is, therefore, self-con jugate in G'.
The subgroup D of G such that <p(D)=D' is also self-conjugate
by (2),
and by (3) Nx/D and N/D are both P-groups whose orders are prime to that
of P. Hence NC\Nx/D is of prime power order. It is, however, clear that the
order of N'P\N{ /D' is different from that of NC\NX/D, and hence </>induces
a singular P-isomorphism
between G/D and G'/D'. By theorems of the preceding section, G/D is a P-group, and since <b itself is singular, G contains
a normal subgroup D* with properties
(2)-(5) of our lemma. D* clearly
coincides with P. This proves our lemma.
Suppose next N{ P\ A' is self-conjugate in N{. Then there is another maximal subgroup A2' of G' different from A' and N(, which is conjugate to N'
and satisfies the relations N{ C\N2' = Ni C\N' = N'C\N{. We may assume that
Ni C\N' is also self-conjugate in A2. By this assumption N{ Hf¡
is a normal
subgroup of G'. Take a subgroup A2 of G such that <j>(N2)= Ni. Then we have

NinN2 = N2r\N = Nr\Nx, and AiHA2 is also a normal subgroup of G. The
factor group G/NxC\N2 is clearly a P-group and <bis thereby again a singular
P-isomorphism.
Our lemma follows from theorems of §4.
Using induction on the order of G, we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 12. Let G and G' be two groups, L-isomorphic to each other. If one
of these groups, say G, is solvable or perfect, then G' is also solvable or perfect.
This theorem gives an affirmative answer to the Problem 40 of Birkhoff,
described in his book [3*], for finite groups. As he suggests, the first half of
this theorem can also be proved by Hall's Theorem(10) together with our
Theorem

8 (without

this Lemma

Now we shall continue
groups.

9).

our study of the correspondence

of normal sub-

Theorem
13. If the factor group G/N is a P-group, there exists a normal
subgroup D of G with the properties enumerated in Lemma 9.
Proof. G contains

a normal and maximal subgroup

(10)Cf. P. Hall, Proc. London Math. Soc. vol. 12 (1937).

M containing

A. Since
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G/N is a P-group, the interval G'/N' is isomorphic to some projective geometry. M'—<p(M) clearly corresponds
to a hyperplane
M of this projective
geometry. Take any one of the subgroups of G', say U', corresponding
to
points not contained in M. Then we have MT\U' = N' and M'KJU' = G',
and the join of all such subgroups is G'. Now, if M' were self-conjugate,
N'
would be self-conjugate
in such subgroups and hence in G', which contradicts
our assumption.
Hence M' is not self-conjugate
and by Lemma 9, G contains
a normal subgroup D with properties
(2)-(5) of Lemma 9. We must prove
property (1). Put D' =<p(D) and take such a subgroup
U' as defined above.

Then we have DT\U'=

DT\MT\U'=

DT\N'

in all subgroups

is self-conjugate

D%N, we would have D\JN=M
P-decomposable,
Since A' is not

move M/Df\N

DT\N'.

Since D' is self-conjugate,

such as U', and

hence

in G'. If

by property (3). Hence M/DC\N

would be

and the centralizer
of D/DC\N
would contain M/D(~\N.
self-conjugate,
some P-automorphism
of G/Di\N
would

and fix D/DC\N.

Hence D/DC\N would be contained in the

center of G/D(~\N, which is clearly not the case. Hence DÇ^N, and our
theorem is thus proved.
Remark. We can also obtain a more general proposition : Let H be any
subgroup of G, and K a normal subgroup of H. If H/K is a P-group and if the
image (j>(K) of K by some P-isomorphism
<j>from G onto another group is not
self-con jugate in <p(H), there is a normal subgroup P* of G with the properties
similar to (2)-(5) in Lemma 9 and the following property:

(1') D*r\H

is contained in K.

We shall omit the proof of this proposition.

Note that <bis singular.

Theorem
14. If the factor group G/N is a p-group, and not a P-group,
there exists a normal subgroup D of G with the properties (1) and (2) of Lemma 9
and the following property :
(3') the factor group G/D is also a p-group.
Proof. The intersection of all normal subgroups of G whose factor groups
are /»-groups will be denoted by DP(G). (This notation will be used hereafter
throughout
this paper.) Put here DP(G)=H.
Using induction on the order
of G, we shall prove that if G/P2 is not a P-group, <b(H) is also self-conjugate
for any P-isomorphism
<¡>.
(a) Take a maximal subgroup M oí G containing H. M is then self-conjugate in G. If <b(M) = M' were not self-conjugate
in G', /»-Sylow subgroups of G
would be P-groups by Lemma 9, which contradicts our assumptions.
Hence
M' is self-conjugate.

(b) Suppose G/H is a cyclic group of order p2, and put H' = <b(H). If H'
were not self-conjugate
in M', /»-Sylow subgroups of G would be again Pgroups by the remark given above, which is not the case. Hence H' is selfconjugate in M'. If H' were not self-conjugate
in G', H' would be conjugate
to a subgroup HI of G' (H'^H{).
Take a subgroup Hx of G such that
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<p(Hx)=H{. Then Hx would be self-con jugate in M by the same reason as
above. Hence the index [M:2?i] would differ from [Af:22] because of the
definition of H. G would, therefore, be an 5-group, which is again not the case.
Hence H' is self-conjugate
in G'.

(c) Suppose that G/H is of the following type:

G/H = [Ä, B),

J" - B" = (J, 1, B) = (B, 1, B) = 1(").

Take elements A and B of G which correspond to A and B respectively by the
natural homomorphism
from G onto G/22", and put Mx= [H, A, (A, B)},

M2= {H, B, (A, B)),Hx=
[H,A] and H2= {Hx,B\. Then we have clearly
IIxVIl2 = G, MxC\H2=Hand M2C\Hx=H. By (a), cb(Mx)and <b(M2)are both
self-conjugate.

Hence H' is self-conjugate

in both <b(Hx) and 4>(H2), and thus

inG'.
(d) Let P be a /»-group whose proper subgroups are all P-groups. Then P
is either a P-group or a group of the types discussed above in (b) and (c).
For, if P has two maximal subgroups Ux and P2, PiO P2 is contained in the
center of P. Take two elements .4i and A2 such that Ux = { Ux^\U2, Ax} and
U2= { Ux(~^U2, A2}. Then the commutator
(Ax, A2) is contained in Uxi^U2.
Hence we have {Ax, A2} =P or (Ax, A2) =e. This proves our proposition.
(e) Suppose that G/H is not of the types discussed in (b) and (c). Then
G contains a maximal subgroup M such that M/H is not a P-group. Because

H = DP(M), H' is self-conjugate
M'/H'

is, by Theorem

in M' =<b(M) by the hypothesis of induction.

3, of prime power order, say qm. We have Hi =Dq(M')

QH'. Let Ho be a subgroup of G such that <b(Ho)=Hó. Then by the hypothesis of induction, H0 is self-conjugate
in M and, since M/H is not a Pgroup, M ¡Ho is also a prime power order. Hence by the definition of H, Ho
must coincide with H, and H' = Dq(M'). This implies that H' is a normal

subgroup of G'.
Remarks.
1. In this case the condition (4) of Lemma 9 does not hold in
general. Example:
G = GiXG2 and G' = GiXG3, where Gi is the symmetric
group of three letters, G2 is the direct product of two cyclic groups of order 9

and 3, and G2= [A, B},A" = B3= i, BAB^
= A\
2. We shall denote by D(H) the intersection of all DP(H) for all /». Then
we obtain the following proposition as a corollary of the above two theorems:
If <b(D(H)) is not a characteristic
subgroup of <b(H), then G is an 5-group.
We use this remark in the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem
15. If G is not an S-group, there are normal subgroups Ñ, H, and
D with the following properties :

(1) POA^A,

PDA, and D\JN^G;

(2) the images N'=<p(Ñ), D'=<p(D), and H' = <b(H) are all self-conjugate
in G'; and
(u) Here we mean by (A, B, C) the commutator

mutator of A and B, that is, {A, B) =A ■B ■A~l ■B~l.

form {A, (B, C)). (A, B) is the usual com-
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(3) the groups G/D and H/Ñ are both nilpotent.
Proof. Put P(A) = A*. If <b(N*) were not a characteristic
subgroup of A',
G would be an 5-group as remarked above. Hence <£(A*) is a characteristic
subgroup of A'. Take one of the subgroups P corresponding
to Sylow subgroups of G/N by the natural homomorphism
from G onto G/N. If A' is
self-conjugate
in <b(T), 4>(N*) is clearly self-con jugate in <p(T). If A' is not
self-conjugate
in <p(T), Theorems 13 and 14 show that <p(N*) is again selfconjugate in (¡>(T). Hence <b(N*) is a normal subgroup of G'. We shall denote
by Ñ a normal subgroup of G such that Ñ is contained in the interval A/A*,
Ñ'=<¡>(Ñ) is self-con jugate in G' and is maximal in such subgroups. Then

N/Ñ is clearly nilpotent.
In the following proof, we have only to consider factor groups G/Ñ and
G'/Ñ', namely assume that Ñ = e and N is nilpotent.
Take a /»-Sylow subgroup U of A, then U'=cb(U) is self-conjugate
in
V =4>( V), where Fis any subgroup of G corresponding
to a g-Sylow subgroup
(q^p) of G/N by the natural homomorphism
from G onto G/N. For, otherwise, G would be an 5-group by Theorem 10. Hence we have NKJDP(G)^G
because of the definition of Ñ. Put D = Ç]PDP(G), where p runs through all
prime factors of the order of A. If D' =<f>(D) were not self-conjugate,
G would
be an 5-group contrary to our assumption.
Hence D' is self-conjugate
in G',

and DVJN clearly differs from G.
Let 5 be any /»-Sylow subgroup of G (we mean by p any prime factor of
the order of A). Then 5 contains the /»-Sylow subgroup U of A. Because of
the definition of A, U is not self-conjugate
in S'=<j>(S). If 5' were not a

/»-group, DP(G) would be a Sylow /»-complement of G, and DP(G)\J U = DP(G)
X U. Hence G would be an 5-group,

which contradicts

our assumption.

Hence

5' is a /»-group.
Let W be a subgroup of G such that W =<p(W) is a /»-Sylow subgroup of
G'. W is clearly not cyclic. If W were not a /»-group, DP(G) would coincide
with G by theorems of §4, which is a contradiction.
Hence FF is a /»-group.
We denote by Hp the intersection of all /»-Sylow subgroups of G, and put
22"= UpHp, where p runs through all prime factors of the order of A. Then H
is nilpotent, and 2Pp contains U and 222 A. Now consider the subgroup Hp'
= <p(Hp) of G'. As proved above, Hp is the intersection
of all /»-Sylow subgroups of G' and therefore self-conjugate
in G'. Hence H'—(j>(H) is also a
normal subgroup of G'.
As consequences of this theorem we obtain the following theorems.

Theorem 16. Let G and G' be two groups L-isomorphic to each other, let <pbe
this L-isomorphism,
and let K be a normal subgroup of G. The subgroup 4>(K)
of G' is also self-conjugate in G' if one of the following conditions is satisfied :
(1) G/N has no solvable normal subgroup,

(2) G/N is perfect, or
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(3) N is perfect.
Theorem
17. Let G = GoZ)GOG2Z) ' " ' 3Gr = e be a composition series of
a group G, and <j>an L-automorphism
of G. If G is not an S-group, G=<p(Go)
D^(Gi)Z) • • • Z)(b(Gr) =e is also a composition series of G.

Proof. If the factor group G¿_i/G¿ is a nonabelian simple group, 4>(GÎ) is
self-con jugate in </>(G,_i) by Theorem 16. Hence if <b(Gi) were not self-conjugate in 4>(Gi-x), Gi-x/Gi would be an abelian P-group.
Moreover Theorem
13
shows that a /»-Sylow subgroup of G would be mapped onto a group not of
prime power order. By Theorem 10, G would be an 5-group, contrary to our
assumption.
Hence <¡>(Gi)is a normal subgroup of (/>(G,_i). q.e.d.
We shall call the maximal solvable normal subgroup of G its radical. Then
we have the following theorem.

Theorem
18. Let R be the radical of a group G, and <j>an L-isomorphism
from G onto another group H. <b(R) is then the radical of H.
Proof. <p(R) is self-conjugate
by Theorem
12. Hence <b(R) is contained
in the radical

16 and solvable by Theorem
R* of H. Similarly we have

0_1(P*) ^R, or R*Q(b(R). Hence we have <b(R)=R*. q.e.d.
Again let G be a group P-isomorphic
to H. Suppose G is a direct product of two groups Gi and G2. 22" is not always directly decomposable.
There are, however, some interesting cases in which 22" is directly decomposable. One such case, the most important
in our discussions, is that of
Lemma 3. Now we shall have some other cases as consequences of Theorem

16.
Theorem
19. Let G and H be two groups L-isomorphic to each other and <f>
the L-isomorphism from G onto H. If G is a direct product of two groups Gx and
G2, and if one of the groups Gx and G2 is perfect, then H is directly decomposable

and H = <p(Gx)X<p(G2).The same holds if the radical of G coincides with e.
For perfect groups, we obtain

from Theorem

16 the following theorem.

Theorem 20. Any L-isomorphism from a perfect group onto another group is
always normal.
Remembering
Theorems
11 and 12, we have the following interesting
proposition.
Let G be a perfect group. If G is P-isomorphic
to another group
H, H is also a perfect group of the same order as G. Moreover the modular
lattice formed by all normal subgroups of H is isomorphic to that of G. In
particular
if G is a nonabelian
simple group, then H is also a nonabelian
simple group of the same order as G.
In this case the author has not yet been able to decide whether G is
isomorphic to H in the sense of group theory, even with G assumed to be
simple. We can, however, give a solution of this question in a very spe-
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cial case, which we shall deal with in the next section. In this connection we
shall give here the following theorem, which gives an affirmative answer to the

first part of Birkhoff's Problem 41(a) (cf. Birkhoff [3*, p. 99]) in a generalized
form. The last part of this problem
section.

will be solved by Theorem

22 in the next

Theorem 21. Let G be a perfect group, and <ban L-isomorphism from G onto
another group H. If we denote by Z the center of G, <b(Z) is also the center of H.
Proof. Take any element

A of Z with prime power order, say pn, and put

{A} = U. Take any g-Sylow subgroup Sq of G (q^p),

then PU53=

UXSq

and this group is P-decomposable.
Hence <b(U) is elementwise
permutable
with 4>(Sq) by Lemma 3. As G is perfect, we have U3^„ Sq = G, where q runs
through all prime factors of the order of G except /». Hence the centralizer of
(j>(U) in 22" contains \iq^P <p(Sq)=H. This implies that <p(U) is contained
in

the center Z* of 22"and that <f>(Z)
QZ*.
As 22" is also perfect by Theorem 12, we have similarly 0_1(Z*)CZ
or
Z*Q(j>(Z). Hence we have <p(Z) =Z*, which proves our theorem.
Remark. Theorem 20 is valid for wider class of groups, for example, the
symmetric
groups of w letters (w>3). Hence we have the following pro-

position (cf. Baer [l]).
Let G be the symmetric
H, H is also the symmetric

6. The lattice

group of w letters (w>3).
group of w letters.

If G is P-isomorphic

of subgroups of a direct product
isomorphic simple groups

to

of two

First we shall give some remarks on P-automorphisms
of a group G.
The set of all P-automorphism
of G clearly forms a group St. Any automorphism a of G induces an P-automorphism
q>, and this mapping o—*j>„
is a homomorphism
from the group ^4(G) of all automorphisms
of G into 21.
We shall denote by K the kernel of this homomorphism.
K consists of automorphisms of G such that <b, are the identical P-automorphism.
If the center of G coincides with e, the group 1(G) of inner automorphisms
of G forms a subgroup of A (G) isomorphic to G. In such a case N = I(G)C\K
consists of elements of G, which are permutable
with every subgroup of G.
Baer calls such a subgroup the "norm" (Kern) of G(12). We now prove the

following lemma.
Lemma 10. The norm of a (finite) group G coincides with e if the center of G
coincides with e.
Proof. We shall prove that if a prime number /» divides the order of the
norm, then /> divides the order of the center. Let 5 be a /»-Sylow subgroup
of the norm. As 5 is a normal subgroup of G, 5 contains an element A of the
(12)Cf. R. Baer, Composite Math. vol. 6 (1939).
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center of a /»-Sylow subgroup of G. We shall show that A is contained in the
center of G. Take any g-Sylow subgroup Sq of G, where q is any prime factor
of the order of G other than />. By the definition of the norm, Sq is self-conju-

gate in {Sq, A }, and hence {A } is a /»-Sylow subgroup of {Sq, A }. If {A}
were not self-con jugate in {Sq, A }, any conjugate subgroup of {A } would be
permutable
with {A}. This is, however, a contradiction,
since {A} is a /»-

Sylow subgroup of {Sq, A}. Hence we have {Sq, .4}=55x{.4},

which

implies that A is contained in the center of G. q.e.d.
From this lemma it follows that if the center of G coincides with e, then
N = I(G)C\K = e, that is, K is elementwise
permutable
with 1(G). On the
other hand, if the center of G is e, the centralizer of 1(G) in .4(G) coincides
with e. Hence we have K = e and the homomorphism
a-^xp, from A(G) onto
21 is an isomorphism. Hence we obtain:

Theorem 22. If the center of G coincides with e, any L-automorphism is induced by at most one automorphism of G, that is, the group of all automorphisms
of G is isomorphic to a subgroup of the group of all L-automorphisms
of G.
In the same notation as above, we may therefore write 2I2-<4(G)2G,
identifying the isomorphic groups, if the center of G is e. A(G) is not always
self-conjugate
in 21 (for example, when G is a P-group or the alternating
group of 4 letters). But we have %—A(G) if G is the symmetric group of w
letters (w>3). The study of the relation between 21 and A(G) seems to the
author to be one of the most interesting problems concerning subgroup lattices. The clarification of this relation may throw light not only upon the
study of subgroup lattices, but also upon the structure theory of finite groups.
Theorems 10 and 17 show interesting facts concerning this problem.
We prove now the following theorem.
Theorem
23. Let G be a nonabelian simple group. If a group H is L-isomorphic to GXG, then II is isomorphic to GXG in the sense of group theory.
Proof. In order to avoid confusion we shall denote GXG by ®=GiXG2,
where Gx=G2^G. Let <j>be the P-isomorphism
from © onto H. We have then
H = <p(Gx)X<p(G2) by Theorem 19. Because Gx=G2, ® contains a subgroup
U
such that GiU=& and GiC\U = e (i=l, 2). Such a subgroup consists of products of corresponding elements under some isomorphism between Gi and G2.
We shall call such subgroups C-subgroups of &.

Let U be any C-subgroup of ®. Then we have <p(Gi){J<b(U)=H and
<i>(Gi)r\<p(U)=e, which implies that Hx=<p(Gx)^<p(G2) and that <p(U) is a Csubgroup of H. Hence 22"is also a direct product of two isomorphic nonabelian
simple groups.
Take two C-subgroups
U and V of ©, and suppose that U consists of
products AxA\ where a is an isomorphism from Gi onto G2 and V consists of
products AxA\, where r has the same meaning as a. <rr_1 is then an auto-
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morphism of Gi which is determined
by U and V. We shall denote it by
o(U; V). Then any automorphism
of Gi has such a form, even if we take a
fixed "first component"
U, and, for any three C-subgroups U, V, and W

(*)

o(U; V)o(V; W) = <j(U; W).

An automorphism
a = o(U; V) may have another form a = <r(W; T), where
P is also a C-subgroup of ®. We shall prove that, if a(U; V)=a(W;
T), then

Pis determined by U, V, W, and the lattice P(@).
Together with the identical automorphism
of G2, a=a(U;
V) induces an
automorphism
<rof @, which induces an P-automorphism
<p, of ©. </>,maps U
onto V, W onto T, and fixes Gi and all subgroups of G2. We prove that if
an P-automorphism
<f>of @ maps U onto V and fixes Gi and all subgroups of
G2, then <bmaps IF onto P. Take another P-automorphism
\p of © satisfying the
same conditions as <j>.Then w = <j>~h}/
fixes P, Gi, and all subgroups of G2. Take

any subgroup K of P, then K = KGxi\U
which shows that

7r(5)=5,

ir(K)=K.

Similarly

and 2£-Gi = GAJ(A-GiriG2),

for any subgroup

because 5 = dr>\5G2 and SG2 =G2SJ(SG2r\U).

5 of Gi, we have

it induces thus

the identical P-automorphism
in Gi. Take any C-subgroup
Y of ®, and
consider the automorphism
r = o-(7r(F); Y) of Gx- Together with the identical
automorphism
of G2, r induces an automorphism
r of @, which induces an
P-automorphism
<f>T
of @. <pTmaps ir( Y) onto Y, and fixes Gi and all subgroups
of G2. Hence (¡>Tirfixes Y, Gx, and all subgroups of G2. Thus <bTirmust induce
the identical P-automorphism
on Gi. Hence <pr itself induces the identical
P-automorphism
on Gi. By Theorem 22, t must be the identical automorphism,
which implies that ir( Y) = Y for any C-subgroup
Y of ©. This proves our
assertion.
We shall denote the image <j>(U) of a C-subgroup U of ® by the same letter
with an accent, that is, by U'. U' is clearly a C-subgroup of 22",and therefore
<r(U'; V) is also an automorphism
of Hi. We consider the mapping/:
<r(U; V)
—>o(U'; V). Our assertion proved above shows that o(U; V) =a(W; T) holds
in © if o-(U'; V')=a(W;
T') in H. Hence / is a one-to-one mapping from the
group A (Gx) of automorphisms
of Gi onto that of Hi. Moreover the relation
(*) shows that/
is surely an isomorphism,
that is, we have A(Gx)~A(Hx).

/(/(GO)

is self-conjugate in A(Hx). As Hx is simple, I(Hi)r\f(I(Gx))

= I(Hx) or e. If I(Hx)r\f(I(Gx))
= e,f(I(Gx)) would be elementwise permutable
with I(Hx). This is a contradiction.
Hence we have I(Hx)Ç:f(I(Gx))
and
therefore 2"(22i) =f(I(Gx)). This proves our theorem.
This theorem is surely valid for a wider class of groups, but the author
has not yet been able to determine such a class more precisely.
The following theorem is a direct consequence of the above theorem.

Theorem 24. Let G be a simple group. G is isomorphic to a group H if and
only if the lattices of subgroups P(GXG) and L(HXH)
are isomorphic.
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Remark. An element of any lattice is called characteristic
when it is left
invariant by all automorphisms
and is not equal to the greatest or least
element.
We consider now groups whose lattices of subgroups have no characteristic
element. Let G be such a group. Then G must be solvable, or its radical coincides with e by Theorem 18. If it is solvable, G is by Lemma 9 either a P-group
or a P-group (that is, a group whose lattice of subgroups is a Boolean lattice).
If it is not solvable, G is a direct product of nonabelian simple groups by
Theorem 16, that is, G = GiX • • • XGt, where each G¿ is a simple group.
If, for instance, Gi=G2, then o(GxXG2)^GxXG2
for every P-automorphism
a of G by Theorem 23. Hence we have Gi=^ • • • S^Gj. Hence we obtain the
following proposition.
If P(G) of a group G has no characteristic
element, G is one of the following types: (1) a P-group, (2) a P-group, (3) a simple group, (4) a direct
product of isomorphic simple groups, or (5) a direct product of mutually Pismorphic, but not isomorphic, nonabelian simple groups.
The author has, however, not been able to decide whether groups of the
last type actually exist.

7. Nilpotent

groups

with duals

Let G and 22"be two groups. In this section we do not assume G to be
finite, except when we mention it particularly.
G and 22"are said to be duals
to each other if there is an anti-isomorphism
from P(G) onto L(H), and this
anti-isomorphism
is called a dualism from G onto 22". The dualisms for
abelian groups were treated by Baer [2 ], who determined
completely the
structure of abelian groups with duals. Here we shall consider dualisms for
nilpotent groups.
First we shall prove the following lemma.

Lemma 11. .4 nilpotent group G is finite if G/C(G) is finite, where C(G) is a
commutator subgroup of G.
Proof. Take a descending

central series

G = Pi D H2 D • • • D Hc D Hc+i = e
oí G, where Hi+Ï = (G, Hi) (t = l, 2, • • • , c).
We prove this lemma by induction on the length c. Suppose our lemma is
proved in the case that the length is smaller than c. Then Hx/Hc is a group of
finite order, say of order w.
Hc is contained in the center of G and is generated by the commutators

(A, B) of ^4£G and PEPP-i- As An is contained in 22"c,we have (A, B)n
= (A-B-A-1-B-1)n = AnBA~"B-1 = e. Hence the order of any element of He
is at most w.
Select one element from each coset modulo Hc. We shall denote these ele-
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by Ai, ■ • • , An and put

U= {Ax, ■ ■ ■ , An}-

cause G= U^JHc, and G/U^HC/HCC\U

is abelian.

[March
U is self-conjugate

be-

Hence we have U^H2

Q.HC and U = G. G has thus a finite set of generators.
By the method of
Reidemeister,
2p has also a finite set of generators,
and hence Hc is a finite

group, q.e.d.
Theorem
25. Let G be a nilpotent group. G has a dual if and only if G has
the following two properties :
(1) G has no element of infinite order, and
(2) every primary component of G is a finite M-group which is not a 2-Hamiltonian group.
Proof. We shall assume that G has a dual H and denote by <bthe dualism
from G onto H. The first condition (1) was proved by Baer [2] for general
groups. Hence, as G is nilpotent, G is a direct product of its primary com-

ponents Gp, that is, G— W\GP.We have then P(G) =JJ_L(GP) by Lemma 3.
G has a
Denote
G/C(G)
abelian

dual if all Gp have duals. Hence we can assume G itself to be primary.
the commutator
subgroup of G by C(G) and put <b(C(G)) =K.
and K are duals to each other by <j>.Since G/C(G) is a primary
group, G/C(G) must be finite by a theorem of Baer [2]. Hence, by

Lemma 11, G itself is finite.
We shall prove next that if a finite
Take the i>-subgroup 4» of G. Then
and is a P-group. If A is a /»-group,
lower semi-modular,
and at the same

/»-group G has a dual, G is an APgroup.
</>(<£)
= A is clearly self-conjugate in H
H is also a /»-group. P(P2) is therefore
time upper semi-modular
as an image

of P(G) by <j>.L(H) is then a modular lattice by a theorem of Birkhoff (cf.
Birkhoff [3, p. 43]). Hence C is an Tkf-group.
If A is not a /»-group, its order is pnq, where /» and q are primes (p>q).
Since two groups of order q do not generate a g-group, a g-Sylow subgroup Q
of H is either a cyclic group or a generalized quaternion
group(n). As H is a
/-group, the /»-Sylow subgroup 5 of H is self-conjugate
and covers a normal
subgroup P of H by Lemma 2. Take two subgroups U and F of G such that
<j>(U)=S and <j>(V)= T. It is clear that F and H/T are duals to each other and
that U and H/S are also duals to each other. Hence Q, isomorphic to H/S, is
cyclic. U is then cyclic and F is an APgroup. (Note that />>g^2.)
Hence
P(F) is clearly self-dual, and Fand H/T are P-isomorphic.
By Theorem 3,
H/T must be a P-group. This implies that Q is contained in A. Since L(H)
has no reducible interval, we have H=N. Hence H is again an Tkf-group. We
obtain thus the first part of our theorem.
If G is a finite modular /»-group which is not a 2-Hamiltonian
group, G is
P-isomorphic to an abelian group by a theorem of Jones [6]. Hence P(G) is
(13) A generalized

quaternion

gurop

is a group

of the following

structure:

G= [A, B},

A2 =1, B2 = A2" and B -A ■B~1 = A~1. A group which has only one minimal subgroup is either
cyclic or a generalized quaternion group. Cf. Zassenhaus [9, p. 112].
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By this theorem we obtain the following two theorems,
an affirmative answer to a conjecture of Baer [2].

Theorem
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one of which gives

26. Let G be a nilpotent group. Two groups G and H are duals

to each other if and only if L(G) is self-dual and L(H)^L(G).
Theorem
27. If a nilpotent group has a dual, it is L-isomorphic
abelian group.
8. Solvable
groups with duals

to some

In this section we consider only finite solvable groups.

Lemma 12. If a solvable group has a dual, it is a J-group.
Proof. Let G be a solvable group with a dual H, and <p be the dualism
from G onto H. We shall prove this lemma by induction on the order of G.
As G is solvable, G contains a normal subgroup A with prime index, say
/>. N*=<b(N) is then a minimal subgroup of 22".Suppose A* is self-conjugate.
Then A and H/N* are duals to each other and hence by the hypothesis of
induction H/N* has a principal series all of whose factor groups are of prime
orders. H itself clearly has such a principal series. Lemma 12 follows now

from Lemma 2.
If A* is not self-conjugate,
another

group Ai, different

some P-automorphism
a of G maps A onto
from A. If N\ is not self-conjugate,
G is an 5-group

by Theorem 17. Hence we have G = PXGi and P(G) =P(P) XP(Gi), where
P is a P-group. Gi has clearly a dual and therefore by the hypothesis of induction it is a /-group. Since a P-group is clearly a P-group, G is also a Pgroup.
Now we shall assume that Ai is self-conjugate.
If the index (G:Nx) =g is
not equal to /», a /»-Sylow subgroup of G is mapped by a onto a g-Sylow subgroup. Hence by Theorem 5, G contains a normal subgroup D such that D is
invariant under all P-automorphisms
of G and the factor group G/D is cyclic.
D*=<b(D) is then self-con jugate in H and is cyclic. Clearly D and H/D* are
duals to each other, and hence H/D* has a principal series, all of whose
factor groups are of prime orders. Since D* is cyclic, H itself has such a
principal series, and this proves our lemma.
It remains to prove our lemma in the case (G:Nx) =p. Put K = f]7o(N),
where a runs through all P-automorphisms
of G. We may assume that each
o(N) is a normal subgroup of G with index p. Under this assumption
G/K
is an abelian P-group. K* =<b(K) is clearly self-conjugate
in H. Since K and
H/K* are duals to each other, K is a P-group by the hypothesis of induction.
Let r be the greatest prime factor of the order of K. Then an r-Sylow subgroup Ao of A is a normal subgroup of G. If A0 is cyclic, we can prove our
lemma in a way similar to the above. Suppose that A0 is not cyclic. If A*
—4>(No) is not self-con jugate in 22",G is an 5-group by Theorem 10, and our
lemma follows by induction.
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Now we may assume that A* to be self-conjugate.
Then H/N% is a pgroup or a P-group by Theorem 25. If r^p, the extension of A0 by G/A0
splits, that is, there is a subgroup Q of G such that QN0 = G and QC\No = e.
Since H/No is a /»-group or a P-group, there exists a normal subgroup U of
Ao such that <j>(U) is a normal subgroup of P2 with prime index. Then <b(Q)
covers <p(Q)r\<p(U). Hence U\JQ covers Q. We have therefore U=(UVJQ)
r\ A0 which implies that U is a normal subgroup of prime order. Our lemma
follows then immediately.
If r = p, a/»-Sylow subgroup P of G is self-conjugate
by the hypothesis
of induction.
We can prove our lemma in a way similar

to the above, replacing A0 by P.
Lemma 13. If a solvable group has a dual, it is an M-group.

Proof. Let G be a solvable group with a dual 22",and <j>the dualism from
G onto H. We shall again use induction on the order of G. Let p be the greatest prime factor of the order of G and P its /»-Sylow subgroup. P is selfconjugate by Lemma 12. If P*=cp(P) is not self-conjugate,
G is an 5-group
by theorems of §4, that is, G = TXGx, where Pis a P-group. As Gi has a dual,
it is an M-group by the hypothesis of induction, which implies that G is an
ikf-group.
Now we may assume that P* is self-conjugate
in H. By the hypothesis
of induction
G = G/P is an Tkf-group, which is a direct product of groups
Ui (*=1, 2, • • -, s), having mutually prime orders(14). Ui is either a P-group
or of prime power order. Take a subgroup Ui (i=l,
2, • • • , s) of G, corresponding to Ui by the natural homomorphism
from G onto G.
First we shall assume that s = 1. In order to prove <t,(G)3i>(P), take any
maximal subgroup M of G. T=MC\P
is clearly a normal subgroup of G,

which implies that T$(P) =P or P. The former equality implies that T = P
and hence we have P¡3<Í>(P) or <ï>(G)3<ï,(P)Assume now i"(P) =e. There is a subgroup F of G such that VP = G and
Vr\P = e. Take any minimal subgroup U of P. Then we have <t>(U)= (<j>(U)

r\<b(V))VJP* and hence U= (U\J V)C\P, which implies that U is self-conjugate in G. Applying the hypothesis of induction to the groups G/Uand <j>(U),
we see that G/U is a P-group or a direct product of P/U and UV/U, which
implies that G itself is a P-group or a direct product of P and F. This proves
our lemma in this case.
If Q(P)¿¿e, G/$(P) is a P-group or P-decomposable
as proved above. If
it is P-decomposable,
G/$(G)
is clearly also P-decomposable.
Hence by
Lemma 5, G is P-decomposable,
too, which proves our lemma. Suppose
G/$>(P) is a P-group. If P is cyclic, our lemma follows immediately.
If P
were neither cyclic nor a P-group, H/P* would be a P-group. By our assumption </>(<ï>(P))is a P-group, and hence P* is also of order /», since P* is
self-conjugate.
Hence 22" would be a /»-group and G would be a P-group
(M) Cf. Iwasawa [5], or §§1, 4 of this paper.
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contrary to our assumption. Our lemma is thus proved when 5 = 1.
If s^2, U*=<b(Ui) are all self-conjugate
in H. Since Ui and H/U* are
duals to each other, Ui is a P-group or an P-decomposable
group having P
as its direct factor. If two groups Ui and U¡ were both P-groups, P*/U*
would have the same order as P*/U*, which is clearly a contradiction.
Hence
at most one of the Ui is a P-group. This completes our proof.
By this lemma we obtain the following theorems.

Theorem
28. A (finite) solvable group G has a dual if and only if it is a
direct product of groups Gi of mutually prime orders, each direct factor Gi being
either a P-group or an M-group of prime power order which is not a 2-Hamiltonian group.
Theorem
29. 2/ a solvable group has a dual, then it is L-isomorphic
abelian group.

to an

The author has not yet been able to decide whether the assumptions
of
the finiteness or the solvability
are necessary for the validity of these
theorems. If we could prove that a finite nonabelian simple group had no dual,
the above two theorems would be valid for any finite group.
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